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For two cents and a picture postcard, stu-

dents and faculty members were telling
their parents and friends the O.U story

in early September .

Some students needed more money, some
were awed at the immensity of the insti-

	

return to a familiar routine .

tution, some felt themselves eased hack into

a familiar rut . Some faculty members
looked forward to the new year with a
show of enthusiasm ; some wondered what
happened to summer, some were glad to

JACOBSON HALL-The Art Museum,
named for the long-time director of the
School of Art, is one of the most beautiful
building, on the campus.
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The Campus in a Capsule
Canzpits attitudes and scenes change only a little through the years . Here

is a story that could have been told 25 years ago except for building changes.

Whatever the feeling, all had some re-
action .
Here on these pages, accompanied by

college scenes, are some of those reactions .
If the story proves nothing else, it should
prove that college scenes and emotions
change but little with the years .



A2 11f'NISTRATION BUILDING-After
prevhms buildings w re d-,,ged Ly

fire, the
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Administration

	

Building
was completed in 1912 .
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POST CARD

CROSS CENTER--Men's housing area was
nnpleie~l m1151 . lamed I., President

oe~~rr e L . C r � a . Cr-, Cam .* of
four d~ra~inuies, each divided in,,four
units, and mat . cafeteria and lounge.
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OKLAHOMA MEMORIAL UNION-Er-
panded and redecorated in 1951, ti, hcau
tifrdUnionisthecenterof Iodcnt--tle,
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WILLIAM BENNETT BIZZELL MEMOR.
IAL LIBRARY-Named for O.U . President
Bizzell (1925-1941) structure is finest ex .
ample of University Gothic architecture on
campus . (Note Bizzell statue in foreground .)
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HOME ECONOMICS BUILDING-Com.
pleted in 1951, the building features a
unique exterior that features the use of
blue glass and pink brick.


